PEOPLE TO PEOPLE

Number of players: Odd #
Space: Open space
Materials needed: None

Procedure:
Ask for a volunteer to be “IT.” Other players pair up and form a circle around “IT.” “IT” then calls out two body parts, for example: “Elbows to ears.” Partners must connect themselves by putting an elbow up to their partner’s ear (both partners do this!). When “IT” is satisfied that the pairs have accomplished the task, s/he calls out 2 more body parts. When “IT” says “People to People” all players (“IT” included) scramble to find a new partner. Whoever is partner less is now “IT.”

Possible side coaching:
“Grab a new partner as quickly as you can.”
“Remember, there are several ways to solve the problem!”

Variations:
Use for second language instruction or anatomy review.

Processing points:
• What was the easiest/hardest part of this activity?
• What did it take for you and your partner to solve the problem?
• In what other venues might you use these skills?

Possible learning areas:
Physical awareness, cooperation, listening

AKA: Person to person
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